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Vision 2040 is Uganda’s national plan and aspiration to move Uganda from a predominantly low 

income country to a middle income economy by the year 2040. Within this policy document, the 

Ugandan president calls on the citizens to take up the challenge of the vision for the country to 

attain its full economic potential. The different school music competitions in Ugandan secondary 

schools are one way of taking up this challenge. In this paper, I examine how secondary school 

students at these competitions not only take up the president’s challenge through song composition 

and performance, but also how the songs become a narrative of the present and future of Uganda. 

I begin with the symbolic space youth occupy within the framework of competitive music 

performances in Uganda. I go on to argue that song performances on Vision 2040 create symbols 

of the imagined future of the Ugandan nation in its economic boom, a shared future, with the 

adults, that the youth would like to contribute to. The song narratives work well in the creation of 

a symbolic future of a Uganda much loved and enjoyed by all. The songs call on Ugandans to 

embrace Vision 2040, compare their current economic status with what they expect in the future. 

In so doing, they are part of the construction of a better Uganda in 2040 and the years to come. 
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